JOIN US FOR A PANEL DISCUSSION
PRESENTED BY PATIENT CHOICES VERMONT AND DANA MEDICAL LIBRARY

MEDICAL AID IN DYING
THE STORY OF ONE MAN’S CHOICE
Reflections from the patient’s family and doctor

The medical community and the public are welcome. Invite your doctor!

Panel:
- Dr. Jaina Clough (Medical Director, UVM Home Health and Hospice): Presenting Medical Aid in Dying Overview; Moderator
- Peggy Stevens: Presenting her husband’s and their family’s aid in dying story
- Dr. James Boyd (UVM Neurologist): Providing the doctor’s perspective on discussing the Act 39 process with the patient and family
- Dr. Tim Lahey (Director of Ethics, UVM Medical Center): Discussing clinicians’ duty to make sure that patients know of all their options and are able to make informed decisions

January 28, 5:00 - 6:30 PM
Larner Classroom, Room 100
Medical Education Pavilion
University of Vermont

Attend this Program to:
- Deepen your understanding of end-of-life choice laws, now available to more than 70 million Americans
- Understand how the option of medical aid in dying can enhance quality of life for the terminally ill
- Reflect on respect, empathy, compassion for the choices patients make

For more information and to RSVP (requested), contact Kate Bright at kate.bright@uvm.edu or 656-0695. Light refreshments will be provided.